On Tuesday, April 8, Dr. Kenneth Russell Fall will present a talk to the Society. The topic of his talk is a subject of great interest—"Dead, Dormant, or Dynamic?"

Dr. Fall is a past President of L. T. I. and is now a member of the Lowell Technological Institute Research Foundation, Industrial Research, and Library Association. He has also been a President and Asso- ciate Director of Faber Products, Inc. where he was a Vice President and technical head for three years.

As a President of the Technical Institute, Dr. Fall is graduated course at Lowell, he received the degree of Master of Science from L. T. I. in 1940. In 1949 Dr. Fall was given a memento in appreciation of his long service to the Institute, and he was also presented with a memento in appreciation of his service to the Institute.

Your permits and four honorable mention awards will be given in the first four of the selected papers and are a result of the generosity of numerous textile organizations.

LTI Plans 2nd Technorama

The second annual Technorama, sponsored by the Lowell Technological Institute and the LTI Alumni Council, will bring a total of 20 high school students and their teachers to Lowell for an exciting weekend of learning from April 13 to 15.

The event will include a weekend of tours, talks, and exhibits, all centered around the theme of "The Future of Technology." Attendees will have the opportunity to explore various aspects of technology, including science, engineering, and business.

Brotherhood Banquet at Tech.

Pictured left to right: Francis Wieloch, Miss Toby Koffman, co-chairman; Mr. Lewis, Louis A. Murray of LTI, treasurer, and R. Carl Freeman, co-chairman.

On the evening of April 6, the LTI Alumni Council will host a banquet for members and guests of the Lowell Technological Institute. The event will feature guest speakers and a keynote address by a distinguished figure in the technology field.

STATE TRAINERS TO MEET IN MASSACHUSETTS

A summer student internship program for college students in Massachusetts will offer 20 qualified people comprising junior or senior year or enrolled in graduate school, an opportunity to work 10 weeks in a department or agency of the state government, June 16 to August 31.

Purpose of the program is to create interest in the operations of state government and to help promote the practical involvement of well-trained individuals in the public service of the Commonwealth.

Applications must be made by March 15 to the Commissioner of Administration, State House, Boston, and those selected will be notified by April 30. Additional information may be obtained from Richard W. Viles.

Prof. Karas Speaks on World of Tomorrow

"The World of 2020 A.D." is the theme of the 15th Commonwealth Association spring lecture by notebook President, Alfred L. Karas, at 8:15 o'clock, Wednesday, April 5, at 8:15 o'clock, in the auditorium of the Lowell Center.

The lecture series is sponsored by the Commonwealth Association, a student body, to provide an opportunity for those who are interested in the future of our world to come together and share their thoughts and ideas.

LTI Queen and Her Court

Past Pres. To Speak
The wise unafraid; since the gtk cannot be written with a pen, much less on a board, the seed of new life is sown where nature has not the means to plant it. The latent power of knowledge is the only weapon that human beings can use in their struggle against ignorance. The more you learn, the more you can do. This is the message of the Paragraph below.

Let's go to the library today and find out more about the world we live in.
Sportsmilk

JERRY SMITH

During the past 60 years, Lowell Textile Institute, Lowell Textile, in the old days, had an illustrious athletic history. So many events during this period, several of local and national importance should be included. I decided to present these memorable facts to you, the students, in the following pages. Jerm. Smith has collected a little research on this subject—old Pickouts, Texts, records, etc.—and presented it here to you. This is the exceptional sport up-to-date, almost all.

What I want to say is that making up these questions, I learned many that are needed and depending on you, you will share this experience. Also, as an added reward, we will offer to the student body, a perfect set of tickets to any Salt Lake City or any Boston Red Sox game during the coming season.

One of the finest of our students was to have your name and number, to know, who you are, but is enough, let's say. Deadlines for entries are Friday, March 11 and all results and answers will be published at the annual banquet, March 20.

1. What year did a Lowell Textile football team go through an undefeated season?

2. What is the highest individual basketball scoring record in the LTJ game, by whom was it set, and whose previous record was broken by this man?

3. Did a Lowell team ever defeat New Hampshire in football? If yes, who was the team, and did they win the game?

4. Did a Lowell team ever defeat Williams in football, if so, in what year was it defeated?

5. What is Tech's best basketball record, percentage wise, and in what year was it made?

6. In what year was varsity soccer initiated at LTJ?

7. Which of the three football confederations (AIC, Big 5, 6) did Lowell finish in during the 1965 season?

8. April 11, 1925, Lowell Textile played a baseball game with a visiting New England College. What is the name of that game?

9. Did Lowell Textile ever have a baseball team prior to 1950? If yes, what was the name?

10. How many years has Coach Cook been coaching basketball at LTJ?

11. How many years has Ted Talk been the Textile baseball field situated prior to the present site?

12. Who was the leading scorer on the 1930 on the pitcher's mound at a Lowell Textile baseball game?

13. How many years has Coach Merry been coaching basketball at LTJ?

14. How many years has Russ Varvel coached baseball at LTJ?

15. How many years has Bob Brown played major league?

16. In what year did Lowell Textile play the last three or four seasons of football, and what was the outcome of each game?

17. What pitcher compiled the most wins in one season at LTJ?

18. Did Lowell Textile ever play R.I. in football, if so, what were the results?

19. Does anyone know who was the first player to score a touchdown on the field? A touchdown counts as much as a field goal.

20. What year did Lowell Textile football player play in every outing of every game for 4 straight years here at Lowell Textile?

21. What Harvard coach was also a football coach at Lowell Textile in 1927?

22. How many years has Russ Varvel coached baseball at LTJ?

23. What pitcher compiled the most wins in one season at LTJ, and what was the outcome of each game?

24. Did Lowell Textile ever play R.I. in football, if so, what were the results?

25. What year did Lowell Textile win the first basketball game?

26. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the first basketball game?

27. What year did Lowell Textile win the second basketball game?

28. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the second basketball game?

29. What year did Lowell Textile win the third basketball game?

30. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the third basketball game?

31. What year did Lowell Textile win the fourth basketball game?

32. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fourth basketball game?

33. What year did Lowell Textile win the fifth basketball game?

34. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fifth basketball game?

35. What year did Lowell Textile win the sixth basketball game?

36. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the sixth basketball game?

37. What year did Lowell Textile win the seventh basketball game?

38. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the seventh basketball game?

39. What year did Lowell Textile win the eighth basketball game?

40. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the eighth basketball game?

41. What year did Lowell Textile win the ninth basketball game?

42. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the ninth basketball game?

43. What year did Lowell Textile win the tenth basketball game?

44. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the tenth basketball game?

45. What year did Lowell Textile win the eleventh basketball game?

46. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the eleventh basketball game?

47. What year did Lowell Textile win the twelfth basketball game?

48. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twelfth basketball game?

49. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirteenth basketball game?

50. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirteenth basketball game?

51. What year did Lowell Textile win the fourteenth basketball game?

52. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fourteenth basketball game?

53. What year did Lowell Textile win the fifteenth basketball game?

54. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fifteenth basketball game?

55. What year did Lowell Textile win the sixteenth basketball game?

56. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the sixteenth basketball game?

57. What year did Lowell Textile win the seventeenth basketball game?

58. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the seventeenth basketball game?

59. What year did Lowell Textile win the eighteenth basketball game?

60. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the eighteenth basketball game?

61. What year did Lowell Textile win the nineteenth basketball game?

62. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the nineteenth basketball game?

63. What year did Lowell Textile win the twentieth basketball game?

64. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twentieth basketball game?

65. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-first basketball game?

66. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-first basketball game?

67. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-second basketball game?

68. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-second basketball game?

69. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-third basketball game?

70. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-third basketball game?

71. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-fourth basketball game?

72. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-fourth basketball game?

73. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-fifth basketball game?

74. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-fifth basketball game?

75. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-sixth basketball game?

76. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-sixth basketball game?

77. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-seventh basketball game?

78. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-seventh basketball game?

79. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-eighth basketball game?

80. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-eighth basketball game?

81. What year did Lowell Textile win the twenty-ninth basketball game?

82. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the twenty-ninth basketball game?

83. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirtieth basketball game?

84. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirtieth basketball game?

85. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-first basketball game?

86. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-first basketball game?

87. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-second basketball game?

88. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-second basketball game?

89. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-third basketball game?

90. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-third basketball game?

91. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-fourth basketball game?

92. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-fourth basketball game?

93. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-fifth basketball game?

94. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-fifth basketball game?

95. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-sixth basketball game?

96. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-sixth basketball game?

97. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-seventh basketball game?

98. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-seventh basketball game?

99. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-eighth basketball game?

100. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-eighth basketball game?

101. What year did Lowell Textile win the thirty-ninth basketball game?

102. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the thirty-ninth basketball game?

103. What year did Lowell Textile win the fortieth basketball game?

104. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fortieth basketball game?

105. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-first basketball game?

106. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-first basketball game?

107. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-second basketball game?

108. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-second basketball game?

109. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-third basketball game?

110. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-third basketball game?

111. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-fourth basketball game?

112. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-fourth basketball game?

113. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-fifth basketball game?

114. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-fifth basketball game?

115. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-sixth basketball game?

116. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-sixth basketball game?

117. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-seventh basketball game?

118. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-seventh basketball game?

119. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-eighth basketball game?

120. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-eighth basketball game?

121. What year did Lowell Textile win the forty-ninth basketball game?

122. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the forty-ninth basketball game?

123. What year did Lowell Textile win the fiftieth basketball game?

124. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fiftieth basketball game?

125. What year did Lowell Textile win the fiftieth basketball game?

126. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fiftieth basketball game?

127. What year did Lowell Textile win the fiftieth basketball game?

128. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fiftieth basketball game?

129. What year did Lowell Textile win the fiftieth basketball game?

130. What year did Lowell Textile lose to the fiftieth basketball game?
The Value Of An Education

Engineering education in the United States was an uncharted field when Henry Ford and his concurrent colleagues established Rensselaer Institute in 1824, and the Johns Hopkins College in 1860. Engineering education was directed toward the development of a new breed of man of science, with the direction of the man's character by the private and public schools. This education was the result of an educational revolution that had been sweeping the nation since the beginning of the 18th century. The revolution was brought about by the invention of the printing press and the establishment of the public schools.

There were several factors that contributed to the success of the educational revolution. First, the invention of the printing press made it possible for books to be printed in large quantities, which made education more accessible to the general public. Second, the establishment of public schools made education more accessible to the working class. Third, the development of new technologies, such as the steam engine, made it possible for engineers to design and build new machines.

The success of the educational revolution was due in large part to the work of educational leaders, such as Horace Mann and William Lloyd Garrison. Mann was a strong supporter of education, and he worked tirelessly to establish public schools. Garrison was a leader in the abolitionist movement, and he used education as a tool to promote the abolition of slavery.

The educational revolution was not without its challenges. The Catholic Church, for example, was opposed to the establishment of public schools, and it worked to prevent their establishment in some states. However, the educational revolution was ultimately successful, and it has had a profound impact on the United States. Education is now a fundamental right, and it is available to all Americans.

PAUL LAMBERT PHII

The pledge program is under way at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where students are being encouraged to pledge Omicron Pi. The group was founded in 1853 by 11 students.

The members of the group are selected on the basis of their academic achievement. They are required to maintain a high level of scholarship and to participate in community service.

The pledge program is designed to instill a sense of responsibility and to encourage students to become leaders in their communities. It is also intended to promote a sense of community among the students.

The pledge program is one of the many ways in which the University of Wisconsin-Madison is working to promote a sense of community and to encourage students to become involved in their communities.

PhI PSI PHI

On Wednesday, May 6, the Phi Sigma Phi fraternity will be installing its new officers. The installation will take place at the fraternity house on North- ern Avenue.

The Phi Sigma Phi fraternity is one of the oldest and most prestigious fraternities in the United States. It was founded in 1848.

The Phi Sigma Phi fraternity is committed to providing its members with a unique and rewarding experience. It is a community of scholars and leaders who are dedicated to personal and academic achievement.

The installation of the new officers is an important event for the Phi Sigma Phi fraternity. It is a time when the fraternity members come together to celebrate their achievements and to honor their new leaders.